
The AutoSave system automatically starts 
in the economy, energy conservation mode, 

immediately reducing your power requirements by 
half, exactly 
the same as 
switching 
off 10 x 60W 

light bulbs!
If, at any time, more power is 

needed, one push of the Hi switch 
gives you literally twice as much 
which can sometimes be almost 
too much but fear not, a second 
push of the switch and you will automatically return to economy again.  
Simple green technology and yours to command.

Hetty and Harry also have our full energy-saving AutoSave system too!

HepaFlo Filtration System
The Henry, Hetty, Harry range all use our high 
efficiency HepaFlo dust collection and disposal 
system ensuring not only optimum performance 
but, equally, total cleanliness and convenience 
when emptying.
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 1200/600W   2500mm 1500mm  9L 26.8m 6.9Kg 340 x 340 x 370mm

 Motor Power Airflow Suction Hi Suction Lo Capacity Range Weight Dimensions

 230V 42 L/sec
 AC 50/60Hz Max
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Accessory Kit A1. A superb, professional, stainless 
steel detailed, long life accessory kit... 
you won’t find better!

Harry’s Kit H1 has the addition of 
the HairoBrush floor tool.



Henry is our 
original and most 

popular professional 
vacuum cleaner; Hetty 
“the girl Henry” is the 
pretty one and adored by 
the ladies; and now both 
of these have been joined 
by Harry – the pet owner’s 
friend.
Whichever model you chose, 
power and performance are the 

same... brilliant 

and all are now 
equipped, as standard, with 

our unique AutoSave control system.
The Harry model has added important pet 

friendly features:-
A giant MicroFresh activated charcoal filter as 

standard for improved “odour” control. 

Our exclusive HairoBrush does 
exactly what it says on the tin, 
turbo brushing up hairs be it on 
floors or upholstery... 
...Truly a Pet Owner’s Gem.
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